Education.
Audit, accounting and taxation services
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From the heart

of Cambridge

No city is as strongly identified with
education as Cambridge and we believe
no locally based accounting firm is as well
placed as PEM to help with your financial
challenges.
In education, credentials count and we
are proud of our history and heritage. We
provide audit and taxation services to more
than two thirds of the Cambridge colleges
and many of our relationships stretch back
for decades.
Outside of higher education PEM advises
some of the best known independent schools
and academies throughout the region.

pem.co.uk

The Cambridge accountancy firm.
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How we

can help

The education sector is evolving at a rapid
pace with change on many fronts. There
has been a rapid growth in academies and
free schools accompanied by funding and
regulatory change in further and higher
education.
Our highly experienced education team
can provide a full range of services and
appropriate advice tailored to your
circumstances.

PEM’s core education services include:
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

Accounting
Academy conversion
Audit
Financial due diligence
Employment taxes
IT services and data security
Payroll services
Property taxation
Restructuring
VAT advice

PEM is the largest firm of accountants
based in Cambridge. We have extensive
local knowledge and experience which
we bring to bear for the benefits of our
clients.

pem.co.uk

The Cambridge accountancy firm.
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Case

studies

Judith Coplowe

Jayne Rowe

Kelly Bretherick

Charlotte Young

jcoplowe@pem.co.uk

jrowe@pem.co.uk

Homerton College
PEM worked with the College to implement the best
structure for the development of both residential and
commercial property to ensure the College could avail
itself of the available tax exemptions. PEM also advised
on the complex rules in respect of Stamp Duty Land Tax
and Partnerships.

The Stephen Perse Foundation
PEM has worked with the Stephen Perse for over 20
years providing compliance services as well as tax
advisory on topical areas including employment status
for peripatetic teachers, staff benefits and expenses.
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kbretherick@pem.co.uk

cyoung@pem.co.uk

The Cambridge accountancy firm.
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